
Year 4  Autumn 2 Project overview— Ticket To Ride

Big Idea: Liverpool more than just a 
port.
Within this journey, the children learn about 
the location, history and unique culture 
associated with the city and port of Liverpool, 
comparing it with Southampton.  They draw 
their own conclusions as to whether Liverpool 
is more than just a port. 

HOOK: Why is Southampton a great port city? 
Giant map of Southampton. Scavenger hunt - true 
or false. SOLE - Port
OUTCOME:. Using their writing children produce a 
hop on and off bus tour through Liverpool exploring 
different locations

Applied Literacy:
Class information text - the history of Liverpool

Children will write a travel blog to persuade 
others to visit the city of Liverpool.

Pupil Premium Curriculum Enhancement:
Visit to Mayflower Park to embed their 
knowledge of what a port is and the different 
uses of a port.

Geography:· Key concept - mapping and settlements 
Children will learn to use thematic maps to locate Liverpool, explore landmarks and mark 

these on an OS map.  Using a topographical map children will make a conclusion as 
to why people settled in Liverpool. 

History :Key concept - Cause and consequence

Children will develop their understanding of cause and consequences by explore the Irish 
potato famine and its impact on the city of Liverpool. By the end of this phase 
children will be able to answer the question: Which historical event has had the 
biggest impact on the city of Liverpool?

Music: Key concept - Listening and responding to music

Children will listen to a range of music about Liverpool drawn from different traditions. 
They will respond them in a variety of creative ways.

SMSC and Personal Skill:
To reflect

Cultural - How immigrants are treated. 
How immigrations shapes communities. 

Community links/ Enterprise/ 
Experiences:

Children perform a musical to their parents 
explaining why Liverpool is more than just 
a port. 



What I already know... I will learn…

To locate Liverpool using a range 
of maps.

To identify human and physical 
features of Liverpool and its 
region of the UK.

Þ How Liverpool as settlement 
has developed.

Þ The impact people have had on 
Liverpool as a settlement.

Key Vocabulary:
Our Personal Skills:

In this geography project, you will 
learn where Liverpool is, how it has 

changed over time and its importance 
within the UK. You will share your 

knowledge with your parents through 
our production.

The United Kingdom has four 
countries; England, Scotland, Wales 
and Northern Ireland  - Year 1

Southampton is located in the 
South of England.  - Year 2

Southampton is a port on the 
coast—Titanic set sail from 
there—Year 2.

Southampton is a port city and has 
been shaped by key events
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